
Lands’ End Reveals Top 10 Wearable Swimwear Trends of 2011 
 

 Swimwear trends for 2011 are all about wearable styles for real women.  From swim skirts to 
must-have patterns, this season’s swim-style staples are attainable for every female beachgoer.  For 
those looking for the latest looks in swimwear for 2011, Suzanne Bryant, vice president design, 
Lands’ End offers up her swimwear-style favorites and outlines the best trends for your body: 
 

1. Ruching and Shirring – Reminiscent of a Greek Goddess, ruching and shirring swimsuit 
designs and details will make women look like Beach Goddesses.  Find this figure-flattering 
styling in a variety of Lands’ End swimsuits including the Slender Sweetheart One-piece, All-
over Control Slender Grecian Swimsuit, and the Oahu Solid Lingerie Strap One-piece 
Swimsuit. 

 
Best For:  Multiple Figures – Ruching is used in many ways to flatter multiple figures, 
whether across the waist for women who want to conceal the tummy area, or under the 
bust to create the illusion of narrowing the torso for an hourglass shape.  

 
2. Swim Skirts – Swim skirts offer coverage, confidence and a bit a fun to swimwear styles.  

Lands’ End offers a variety of swim-skirt options ranging from the stylish Mini SwimMini™ to 

the Supplex SwimMini. 
 

Best For:  Bottom Half Coverage - SwimMinis are a feminine and flirty option for women 
who would like a little more coverage for their legs or bottom.   

 
3. Ruffles – Ruffles are another wearable swim style this season.  Lands’ End has added this of-

the-moment detail to swim skirts and swim tunics for a feminine touch.   
 

Best For:  Balance - Ruffle SwimMinis and Ruffle Tunic Swimsuit Tops are perfect for 
women who are larger on top and smaller on the bottom.  The extra-feminine detail 
provides flattering fullness to balance the figure of women with this shape. 

 
4. Slenderizers – Slimming swimsuits have hit the mainstream, and this season, Lands’ End 

offers targeted slenderizing properties in the collection of ShapeWear swimsuits.  Style 
standouts include the Tummy Control V-neck Tankini Swimsuit Top and Coordinating Bottoms 
and the All-over Control Slender Carmela Swimsuit. 

 
Best For:  Slimming and Style – For women who want control in only the tummy area, 
targeted control in the tummy, sides and back or the highest level of control in All-over 
Control options, Lands’ End slenderizers are stylish choices that have become really 
popular and provide instant slimming power. 

 
5. Swim Tunic and Dresses – Swim tunics and dresses have taken swimwear by storm this 

season.  This wearable silhouette is reminiscent of Old Hollywood Glamour combined with 
coverage and confidence. 

 
Best For:  Coverage – Swimdresses and Tunics are the “it” silhouette of the season 
offering options for more coverage, while providing the ultimate in feminine style.  Lands’ 
End swimdresses are perfect for women who want more coverage for their hips and thighs.  
Tunic Swimsuit Tops are also great for women with longer torsos who want complete 
tummy coverage even when chasing after kids or building sand castles at the beach. 
 

-more- 



 
6. Bandeau Tops – Over a third of survey respondents (37 percent) are considering a bandeau 

swim-top style.  Lands’ End offers a bandeau neckline in a variety of swimsuits including the 
ShapeWear Ombre Bandeau One-piece Swimsuit and the Beach Living® Geo Print Bandeau 
Tunic Swimsuit Top. 

 
Best For:  Enhancing The Bust Area – Bandeaus are so versatile because the straps can 
be worn for support or removed to catch some sun.  The sweetheart neckline is flattering 
for all women, but to add extra attention to the bustline, select the bandeau neckline.  

 
7. Patterns – Patterns are popular.  In fact, the survey found 81 percent of women are 

considering a patterned swimsuit.  Popular prints this season include retro polka dots, nautical 
stripes, graphic florals and paisley prints. 

 
Best For:  Concealing – Pattern in tops can be used to balance and conceal. Choosing a 
pattern top and solid bottom will visually create balance.  Also, pattern is a great way to 
conceal.  For example, a paisley print creates movement and the multiple colors can help 
conceal figure flaws. 

 
8. Polka Dots – Dots are back in a subtle retro way bringing a hint of pattern to this season’s 

swimsuits.  Lands’ End is offering polka dot patterns throughout the Beach Living Collection in 
pieces perfect for mixing and matching.  

 
Best For:  Concealing – Polka dots are not only a fun, classic pattern, the repetitive nature 
of simple dots helps hide figure flaws.   

 
9. Bright Hues – While neutral colors are a mainstay in swimwear, this season’s pops of bright 

color are making a splash, from lime green and melon orange hues to bright turquoise. 
 

Best For:  Volume Enhancement – Bright colors tend to give the illusion of more volume 
or enhancement.  For those who want to play down an area, select a dark solid color like 
black or navy. To enhance an area, choose a bright color that draws attention to that area.  

 
10. One-Piece – When surveyed about which swimsuit style women will consider this season, the 

majority of respondents overwhelmingly chose the one-piece (81 percent) over a bikini (18 
percent).  The one-piece will rule the waves and beach chairs this year as a favorite swimsuit 
silhouette.  Favorites from the Lands’ End Collection include the Beach Living Scoop One-
piece Swimsuit, the classic Tugless Tank® Soft Cup One-piece Swimsuit and the Oahu Floral 
Halter One-piece Swimsuit. 

 
Best For:  Multiple Figures – One-Pieces are back in a big way and flatter multiple body 
types.  Lands’ End offers one-piece swimsuits in a variety of different necklines and various 
levels of coverage and enhancement.  

 
 

For more information, please contact Michele Casper at 608-935-4633 or at michele.casper@landsend.com.  
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